
MICRO SECTION 
 

CONTENTS: 

1. Comprehensive table of all theory covered under this section + my own 

corresponding case study applications 

2. My practice responses for the Micro section of the final exam 

KEY: phrases in RED are micro theories you can name-drop for extra 

points 



THEORY APPLICATION 

PERCEPTION, ATTRIBUTION AND DECISION-MAKING 

PERCEPTION: process of organising and interpreting sensory impressions to give meaning to 
your environment 

Attribution Theory: perception of another’s 
behaviour involves an attempt to determine 
whether it was internally or externally caused 

- Internal: under personal control 
- External: forced by situation 

Depends on: 
- Distinctiveness: same behaviour in 

different circumstances  internal 
- Consensus: others behave similarly in 

same situation  external 
- Consistency: predictable behaviour in 

the long term  internal 

A team member failed to meet a deadline: 
- Another team member informed me 

that he tended to make promises he 
can’t keep (low distinctiveness) 

- All other group members had met the 
deadline (low consensus) 

- This was not the first time he failed to 
submit his contribution in time (high 
consistency) 

This was likely to be internally caused 

Shortcuts when judging others: 
- Primacy effect: conclusions drawn 

within a matter of seconds 
- Selective perception 
- Halo effect 
- Contrast effect 
- Stereotyping 
- Projection 

- Contrast effect: initially perceived my 
group as low-performing due to recent 
experiences with an exceptional group 

- Stereotyping: assumed an international 
student would be incompetent with 
English writing 

- Projection: I assumed everyone would 
be just as motivated as I am to achieve 
a high grade on this assignment 

Self-fulfilling prophecy: behaving consistently 
with others’ inaccurate expectations of you 

Group’s general stereotyping of international 
student led her to contribute little to the 
writing of the assignment, and instead she took 
on a more research-based role 

Unskilled and unaware 
False-consensus effect 

One of my teammates believed she was 
particularly proficient in English, and hence 
volunteered to do much of the writing. A more 
proficient teammate did not realise that she 
was in fact better suited to do the writing until 
she was tasked with editing the other’s work 

DECISION-MAKING in organisations is based on people’s perceptions 

Rational decision-making: six steps 
- Define problem 
- Identify decision criteria 
- Allocate weights to criteria 
- Develop alternatives 
- Evaluate alternatives 
- Select optimal alternative 

We did not apply this method. Careful 
consideration was not needed for the types of 
decisions that were made – they were simple, 
easily reached and agreed upon 

Heuristics: rules of thumb or institutionalised 
decision rules 

We used conventions to decide how to 
approach the work in our group: for e.g., it is 
common for school groups to systematically 
divide the workload between individuals, who 
are then to submit their personal contributions 
into a combined group effort before a certain 
deadline. This is the way we approached things 

 



MACRO SECTION 
 

KEY: 

BLACK: general theory 

BLUE: application to the case 



SANRIZZ 

CULTURE: a system of shared understandings or meanings about the organisation, its 

purpose, its members, and how they should behave 
 
How to identify a culture 

 
Culture is expressed in the values, assumptions, feelings, and beliefs of the organisation. These, in 
turn, are reflected more visibly and interpretably in: 

- Observable symbols 
- Physical layout 
- Communication patterns 
- Stories 
- Practices and behaviours. 

Observable symbols: 
- Sanrizz’s logo: displayed as a means of becoming commonly recognised as the 

representation of one of London’s most upscale and iconic hairdressers; a branded fashion 
statement 

- A culture with emphasis on differentiation in both quality and service, a uniqueness, an 
exceptional brand name above its competitors 

Physical layout: 
- A modern, artistic design to match with the high-end artistic quality of their hairdressing 

service 
- A culture that stresses the importance of design, creativity, and a fashionable and artistic 

vision 
Practices and behaviour: 

- High-cost ceremonies such as fashion shows 
- Culture of differentiation, uniqueness, being exceptional and worth of accolade and public 

recognition for quality 
- Promotes importance of beauty, luxury, creativity, design, and splendour for customers 

Values, feelings, beliefs: 
- Multiple vision meetings reveal an underlying expression of culture between the three 

brothers 
- Values of innovation and ambition and achievement 
- Culture helps to facilitate movement towards goals, future plans 
- More invisible 

An effective organisation: 
- Will have culture that conforms to its strategy and environment (external fit) 
- Culture matches its strategy and environment as it promotes differentiation and exceptional 

quality and service, appealing to its high-end customers 
- Will have culture that is properly matched to their technology 
- Non-routine technology, requires initiative and free-flowing communication where control is 

de-emphasised 
 
Integrationist theory 
 
This theory by Schein suggests that the effectiveness of an organisation relies on the strength and 
uniformity of its culture – most notably consensus on the organization’s goals and the strategies on 
how to achieve them: 

- Functionalist: that an organisation’s effectiveness is influenced by its culture 
- A single, strong, uniform culture is better 
- Provides a common set of values which enables members to work together 
- Creates stability for the organisation 


